Second Call for paper to MAKING - an International Conference on Materiality and Knowledge

Her er en ny call for paper og mer informasjon om NordFokonferansen i september. Videresend gjerne informasjonen til andre du vet kan være interessert i dette temaet.

mvh
Marte og de andre i arrangementskommiteen/den vitenskapelige kommiteten


The MAKING conference aims to provide an arena for discussions on field-specific, inter- and transdisciplinary knowledge production within Making Disciplines/Making Professions/Making Education. The conference is organized by the Nordic research network, Nordfo.

Confirmed keynote speakers at the conference are:
Professor Michael Biggs, University of Hertfordshire, UK, Mackenzie Presbyterian University, São Paulo and University of Lund, Sweden
Professor Pirita Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, Helsinki University, Finland
Professor Fredrik Nilsson, Chalmers University, Sweden
Reader, Dr. Kristina Niedderer, University of Wolverhampton, UK.

You can find an updated program of the conference days here: http://making.nordfo.org/program-posts/program

We welcome papers related to the Conference's three points of view: Making, Materiality and Knowledge. These views may be broadly interpreted. Papers on subjects outside the three points of view will also be considered, as long as they support the main aim of the conference.

We would in particular welcome papers that, when put together in the parallel sessions, show the broad spectrum of relevant methods within the frame of MAKING.

We encourage paper presentations to be more than pure lectures. We welcome sessions that incorporates other and more active/making forms for presentation.

The deadline for submitting abstracts is 15th March 2012.

Abstracts should be between 300-500 words. Abstracts must be submitted through the application on the conference website. Papers will be divided into two categories:

- Papers with peer-response: Papers in this category will be given 20 minutes for a presentation, 10 minutes for a prepared response/discussion from a peer, and 10 minutes discussion with audience. Authors who want/their paper considered for this category, must be prepared to send a full paper to their peer by 1. September 2012, in order for the peer to prepare a response.
- **Paper without peer-response**: papers in this category will be given 15 minutes for a presentation and 10 minutes for a discussion with audience. At the time of submission, the authors must state if they want their paper to be presented with or without peer-response.

We are pleased to announce a partnership with the Scientific Journals *Techne* and *FORMakademisk*. Both Journals will publish a special issue with articles based on papers and keynote lectures presented at the Conference. The editorial teams for each Journal have the sole right to decide which articles they want to publish. If you are interested in being considered for publication you may say so when submitting your abstract. The editors may also invite authors to contribute if they so wish.

The submitted abstracts will be evaluated by a select team of peer-reviewers in April 2012. Confirmation of acceptance will be given in consecutive order, following a publication of the abstract on the conference website. The last date for acceptance of submitted abstracts is 1 July 2012. For those papers selected to be invited to publish in the special issue of the research journals, a timeline towards publication will apply.

Read more at [http://making.nordfo.org](http://making.nordfo.org)

Do you have any questions; do not hesitate to ask either [marte.gulliksen@hit.no](mailto:marte.gulliksen@hit.no) or [kirstine.riis@hit.no](mailto:kirstine.riis@hit.no)

Kind regards,
Marte S. Gulliksen,
Leader of Scientific Committee and Organizing Committee, Making Conference. Member of the Presidium of NordFo, Associate Professor and Head of MA-studies in Art and Design Education, Telemark University College